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Manchu nobility made the Eight Banners as the foundation for building in Qing
Dynasty, in-depth study of the Bannerman’s social life and identity, for understanding
the political culture and contemporary “Manchu” historical context has important
significance. This paper takes Fuzhou Sanjiangkou Navy garrison banners as research
object, takes the time as a clue, through inspecting the Banner livelihood patterns and
the changing process of the social life of the eight banners in Fuzhou Sanjiangkou
Navy garrison from Yongzheng Dynasty to the Early Republic of China, to explore
the historical changes of their living conditions, living habits and social identity.
The garrison system of the Qing Dynasty defined the bannermen to military
activities as the basic content of life, also decided bannermen and their families
livelihood mainly relies on charges supply, thus constituted a relatively pure “camp”,
the mode of social life, but also formed and strengthened their identity of “banner
people”. In the Mid-Qing Dynasty, as the result of population growth and “jingji”
sys tem changed, many Banners had to “sending Chinese banners out banner
membership” to find a new way to survive. Because of that, the Banners lived the
Military-Civilian life instead of Military life, and the Banners began to “localized”.
And therefore strengthened the relationship between the Banners and the local people,
it’s formed the new social relation and cultural practices in Navy garrison. Enter the
late Qing Dynasty, with influence of western culture and the modern reform in Navy
garrison, many banners began to contact and accept the modern science and
technology and new ideas of education and teaching, seek new outlet and livelihood,
and to out to seek a wider living space. As the same time, lots of Manchu family had
grown during one hundred years, because of those the Manchu family building
activity was put on the schedule and developed orderly in this period, which including
searching the history memory of ancestors, editing genealogy, repairing ancestral
graves and holding the ancestor worship. And because of those, the banner family
organization and traditional family values was informed, which not only led to the
transformation of the social structure of the Navy garrison camp, and also strengthen
social cohesion and cultural identity of banners in modern time. After 1911 revolution,
the banner camp was collapse, and banner people went out of the banner camp, and in
the new society, banner people strive to seek new livelihood and social indent.













historical tradition of “garrison” and “banners”, they were also begun to heritage and
build ‘Banner culture”. And this culture has become an important medium for banners
generations of cultural identity and identity recognized in modern times, but also to
understand the historical context of “Manchu village” in present.
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